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About These Release Notes

Version 01: 4/06/2001
Edit History
PeopleTools 7.61 is a maintenance release that resolves several minor issues in PeopleTools 7.5x as well as
provides a handful of new features. We refer to this kind of maintenance release as a “PeopleTools-Only”
upgrade. This means your applications will not be affected.
PeopleTools 7.61 does not contain database changes.
This is a "living" document to which we will add updates and corrections as needed so we can support our
maintenance releases in a more dynamic manner giving you the most current information. We suggest that
you check this site regularly to see if any updates were added to this document. When this document has
been updated, a new version number and date will appear at the top of the document. Click the Edit History
link to keep track of the changes to the document.

Important! If you skipped any maintenance releases, we recommend that you download the Release Notes
corresponding to the release(s) you skipped. For instance, if you’re installing the PeopleTools 7.61 update but
skipped PeopleTools 7.60, you should download and review the Release Notes for PeopleTools 7.60. Do this
to make sure that you are aware of the previous changes and new features. Most importantly, when
upgrading to a new maintenance release, be sure to check the PeopleSoft Platforms database on Customer
Connection for any new support details.

Topics
Upgrade Instructions to assist you with your upgrade from PeopleTools 7.5x to 7.61.
A description of the New Features and Highlights, as well as instructions for implementing fixes.
A summary of the Resolved Incidents contained in this release.
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Upgrade Instructions
The following instructions are intended for a "PeopleTools-Only" upgrade for PeopleTools 7.5x. We
recommend that you have your PeopleSoft Installation and Administration book for your RDBMS nearby in
case you require any additional information.

Note. If you are installing PeopleTools 7.61 without having first installed PeopleTools 7.5x, use the
PeopleTools 7.61 product CD-ROM as part of the standard installation process described in your PeopleSoft
Installation and Administration book.

To upgrade from PeopleTools 7.5x to PeopleTools 7.61
1. Make sure you have the most current information before upgrading.
Often, customers do not begin the actual upgrade or install of a release until a week or even a month after
receiving their PeopleSoft shipment. When such a delay occurs, you should always ensure that you are
equipped with the most current information. Without the most current information you may risk missing an
important update or announcement. To ensure that you have the most current information, complete the
following tasks:
§

Download the most current version of the Release Notes for this PeopleTools version. Compare
the date that appears at the top of this document in the "version" line to the date that appears at the top of
the Release Notes posted on Customer Connection. If the document posted on Customer Connection is a
more recent version, then download it and use it for your upgrade. We strongly encourage you to read the
entire document before beginning the upgrade. It is important to be aware of any new support policies as
well as any new features.

§

Download the Release Notes for any minor releases that you skipped. For instance, if you're
upgrading from PeopleTools 7.59 to PeopleTools 7.61, you need to download the Release Notes for
PeopleTools 7.60. We strongly encourage you to read all of the applicable Release Notes before
beginning the upgrade. As stated previously, it is important to be aware of any new support policies as
well as any new features (even in the releases you skipped).

§

Refer to the PeopleSoft Platforms Database on Customer Connection to make sure your entire
environment is still supported by PeopleSoft. Check all categories that apply to your workstations,
servers, third party software, and language preferences. Since new versions of database software and
third party software are continually released, our support policies evolve to incorporate the newest
releases. In some cases, when we move to support the most recent version of a particular product it
means that we drop support for a previous version. In short, you should always make sure you are on a
supported environment prior to beginning an upgrade.
To get this information go to www.peoplesoft.com and navigate to the following location: Customer
Connection (you will be prompted for a username and password), Library. From Library you can access
Documentation (where the Release Notes are posted) and PeopleSoft Platforms (where the most current
support information resides).

2. Shut down any application servers, web servers, and Process Scheduler servers.
Make sure that there are no "lingering" threads from any application server domains. Such threads can
interfere with the successful installation of new application server files. If any threads remain after you
shutdown the domains, you need to manually remove them.

AIX Note. With PeopleTools-Only upgrades, AIX tends to leave library files “hung” in shared memory after
you shut down the Process Scheduler or application server. If this is the case, Process Scheduler and
application server files can not be transferred successfully during Server Transfer. Typically, you’ll see an
error in the FTP log stating that the affected files were still in use and could not be overwritten. If this problem
occurs, delete all the contents of $PS_HOME/bin and then run the transfer program again.

3. If you customized any configuration files (such as psappsrv.cfg, psconfig.sh, pspt, pscbl.mak, and psrun.mak), copy
the customized files to another directory so they are not overwritten during the upgrade process.
Configuration files are typically overwritten when you run PSTRANS.EXE and PSAPPSRVXFR.BAT, the
server transfer utilities.

Tip. You may want to print the old configuration files so you can easily refer to them in subsequent steps.

4. Backup your existing PeopleTools 7.5x directories.
5. Install the PeopleTools 7.61 software to the file server from the PeopleTools CD-ROM.
Run SETUP.EXE and install the software in the same directory where you installed the previous
PeopleTools 7.5x software.

6. If you are installing PeopleTools in languages other than English, run \PS_HOME\LANGPACK\SETUP.EXE.
Use the same license code you used when you installed the PeopleTools 7.5x CD-ROM.

Note to NetExpress Users. COBOL delivered with PeopleSoft is compiled with NetExpress 2.0. If you are
using NetExpress 3.0 you must apply the NetExpress 3.0 fix. You do not need to apply the NetExpress 3.0
fix if you are already on NetExpress 3.0 SP1.
Navigate to http://support.merant.com/websupport/websync/netxarc3.asp. Apply the following fixpacks: File
Handler Fixpack 1.0.001 (needed by Run Time Fixpack), Run Time Fixpack 1.0.004, and Compiler Fixpack
1.0.005. After applying the fixpacks you will need to copy the following files from the
%NETEXPRESS%\BASE\BIN directory to the %PS_HOME%\cblbin directory: CBLINTS.DLL,
CBLRTSS.DLL, CBLVIOS.DLL, and COB32API.DLL. All programs MUST be recompiled. Please note that
you will need to recompile with each new PeopleTools 7.5x maintenance release.

7. Transfer the PeopleTools 7.61 files from the file server to the application server.
§

UNIX. Run PSTRANS.EXE to transfer the files.

§

Windows NT. Run PSAPPSRVXFR.BAT to transfer the files.

Novell Note. Novell servers have a 128-character limitation that can cause the file server to skip or not
transfer all of the files. If this occurs, install PeopleTools and the application codeline to an NT or Windows
95/98 workstation and run the Server Transfer from the workstation. This is a one-time only activity and the
PeopleTools upgrade can continue using the PeopleTools and application codeline from the Novell file server.
After transferring the files (on any of the operating systems listed above), we suggest you recompile the
COBOL on the application server to incorporate any modifications delivered with the Remote Call programs.

8. If you are using the PeopleSoft Web Client, transfer the PeopleTools 7.61 files to the web server.
§

UNIX. Use PSWEBFTP.BAT to transfer the files.

§

Windows NT. Use PSWEBXFR.BAT to transfer the files.

9. Transfer files from the file server to the batch server.
§

UNIX, AS/400, OS/390, or VMS. Run PSTRANS.EXE to transfer the PeopleTools 7.61 files, then
recompile and relink COBOL.

§

Windows NT. Copy the PS_HOME\Src\Cbl directory manually, then recompile and relink COBOL.

10. If you are using the Message Agent API Client, you'll want to update the files in the directory where it resides.
During the upgrade, the Message Agent components on the server automatically get updated. However,
to update the components on the client you'll need to run one of the following scripts depending on your
operating system. You can find both scripts in the Setup directory under PSHOME.
§

UNIX. Run MSGAPICP.SH.

§

Windows NT. Run MSGAPICP.BAT.

11. Recreate any application server domains.
A PeopleTools-Only upgrade may contain revised application server templates with new parameters. You
will not be able to benefit from the new parameters if you do not recreate the domain(s). Use the
appropriate PSADMIN template (small, medium, or large), and specify the values contained in your
previous PSAPPSRV.CFG file so that you can retain your tuned variables. If you have not tuned the
domain, keep the defaults.

12. Configure web sites (Web Client Users only).
If you are using the Web Client, use PSADMIN to generate and configure each web site. If you have
implemented Distribution Units (DU), the Java Package Manager option, make sure you update your web
site. For instance, here is a sample showing the related and updated applet parameters.
<PARAM
<PARAM
<PARAM
<PARAM

NAME=namespace
NAME=useslibrary
NAME=useslibrarycodebase
NAME=useslibraryversion

VALUE="PeopleSoft Java Client v761i">
VALUE="PeopleSoft Java Client v7.61i">
VALUE="javaclient_idu.cab">
VALUE="7,61,0,0">

For more information about Distribution Units, refer to the Release Notes for PeopleTools 7.56.

13. If you installed PeopleTools 7.61 to a different directory from prior PeopleTools 7.5x releases or if you distribute
PeopleTools locally to each client workstation, then you will need to start Configuration Manager and run the Install
Workstation process at each client.
This will install any modified DLL's to the Windows Client.

14. Use Data Mover to run the following Data Mover scripts (DMS) against all databases that will use PeopleTools 7.61
(except AUDB).
§

MSGTOOLS.DMS. This script loads any new messages to the database. Messages can be
informational or error messages. You can find this script in <PS_HOME>\Scripts.

§

STOREPT.DMS. This script will update PeopleTools stored statements to reflect any new COBOL
changes. You can find this script in <PS_HOME>\Src\Cbl\base.

§

MSGTLXXX.DMS. This loads the new translated informational and error messages. For each nonEnglish language you installed in your database, run the corresponding MSGTLXXX.DMS script,
substituting the three-letter PeopleSoft language code for XXX. For example, if you have Canadian
French and Spanish translations installed in your database, run MSGTLCFR.DMS and
MSGTLESP.DMS. You can find this script in <PS_HOME>\Scripts.

DB2/OS390 Note. Customers who installed PeopleSoft using a PeopleTools version earlier than 7.57 in a
subsystem with DECARTH=DEC15 settings, rerun CREATEVW.DMS using PeopleTools 7.57 (or a higher
version) to recreate all views.

15. Boot your application servers, web servers, and Process Scheduler servers.
16. After applying this minor release, launch PeopleTools and check the Help, About dialog box, which should display
PeopleTools 7.61.

New Features and Highlights
The following topics address new features or incidents of particular interest in this release. Some topics
include instructions for how to implement and use a particular feature.

Note. We recommend that you add any new instructions to your existing PeopleSoft documentation and
make it available to the individuals who are most likely to use the feature.
For a list of the incidents that were fixed in PeopleTools 7.61, refer to the Resolved Incidents table at the end
of these Release Notes.

Batch Components
A list of changes to SQR and COBOL components is provided to assist in planning your testing and
implementation of this PeopleTools release. PeopleTools posts a list of the changed batch components in the
Updates and Fixes site on Customer Connection. With each listed component you can expect to see the
following information:
•

A short description of the change.

•

The associated TPRD incident number and title.

•

A report which describes the differences between the “new” and “old” component.

SQR
For the changed SQR components in PeopleTools 7.61, see the following incident in Updates and Fixes:
T-DRUSCH-YC4DF

PreRelease Notes - PeopleTools 7.61 - SQR changes

COBOL
For the changed COBOL components in PeopleTools 7.61, see the following incident in Updates and Fixes:
T-DRUSCH-5Q2WX

PreRelease Notes - PeopleTools 7.61 - COBOL source changes

Application Designer
Please make note of the following change to Application Designer.

Field Definitions
T-ODUPREZ-4BF3T

The Descr Long Name of a field definition is now a required field. If the Long Name of a field definition is left
blank, the user will not be able to save the field until they enter something for the Long Name:

Note. If the Long Name field is left blank, a warning message will prompts the user for missing information.

Cube Manager
You should be aware of the following minor change to Cube Manager.

Attribute Name Modification
T-SSHAIK-8385Y

With PeopleTools release 7.61, we’ve made a minor change to the Cube Manager Attribute Names. Business
Unit is no longer set as an attribute by default. You may still add this attribute yourself by using the Attribute
Name page.

Database Server
The following information describes a change to the Database Server.

New Script for Oracle/NT 8.0x Customers
T-SCORBI-VE83F

Oracle/NT 8.0.x changed the locations of several SQL files that Peoplesoft uses as part of the installation
process. As a result, we added a new script with PeopleTools 7.61. The new script, PSADMIN80.SQL, is a
clone of PSADMIN.SQL but is used only for Oracle/NT 8.0.x.

Note. PSADMIN80.SQL is a new script that is delivered for Oracle/NT 8.0.x Customers only.

Note to Oracle 8.1.7 Customers
T-SSUBRA-8D4ZK

If you are using Oracle 8.1.7, the Cost Optimizer Mode may not work properly (it returns the wrong rows). To
correct this issue, you need to set the following init.ora parameter:

OPTIMIZER_FEATURES_ENABLED = 8.1.6

Note. If you are using Oracle 8.1.7 you must change the parameter as noted above in order for the Cost
Optimizer Mode to work properly.

HTML Access
If you are utilizing HTML Access, please add the following information to your existing documentation for
HTML Access.

Known Limitations
T-EBLAZI-DM46G

You should be aware of the following limitations to HTML Access:
Application Designer
•

Unable to generate HTML for panels with image data (like an Employee Photo, for example).

•

With HAD and Grid designer, make sure that all columns in a grid are visible without scrolling; otherwise,
you will receive an error message and the grid will not generate HTML/ASP.

Message Agent
•

Search Date field is in YYYY-MM-DD format.

•

Search PeopleCode is not supported.

•

All keys in the search record must be marked as search Key and List item.

•

Maximum scroll level in panel: Level 1.

Run Time
•

Client-only PeopleCode (e.g. WinExec) will not work.

•

FieldEdit/FieldChange will not be executed when you tab out of a field. It will execute only when you
submit the entire form.

•

All field changes are batched/applied one at a time on the server side. The order in which fields are set
may not be the same as the order in which the user filled them.

•

Default values are not set on row insert (only on initial display and after a save).

•

Related display fields will not refresh until you select Save.

•

Calculated fields based on values in other fields must be display-only.

•

SetSearchDialogBehavior PeopleCode is not supported.

•

The high order key needs to be on the panel for the prompt dialog to display.

•

No support for conditionally hiding fields and no support for PeopleCode that manipulates the GUI at Run
Time.

Application Designer and Run Time
•

No support for secondary panels.

•

No support for calendar controls.

•

No support for trees.

•

Maximum number of Level 1 scrolls per panel group: 1.

•

PeopleSoft global variables are not supported.

For more information about HTML Access and limitations to the product, refer to the HTML Access
document (available on Customer Connection). You should also be sure to review each set of release notes
for information on features that were added after the initial release of HTML Access.

PeopleCode
The following information is a PeopleTools 7.5 PeopleBook update.

Clarification to PeopleTools 7.5 PeopleBook: Development Tools, PeopleCode
T-CRAMES-ZX25N

Note. The information contained in the PeopleTools 7.5 PeopleBook: Development Tools, PeopleCode,
should be modified slightly to clarify the library extension information for Windows and UNIX.
In the PeopleTools 7.5 PeopleBook: Development Tools, PeopleCode, PeopleCode and Three-Tier
Architecture (Calling Dynamic Link Library Functions on the Application Server), a small clarification should be
made to the third paragraph. Text should be modified as follows:
The PeopleCode declaration and function call syntax remains unchanged. For example, the following
PeopleCode could be used to declare and call a function LogMsg in an external library Testdll.dll on a
Windows client or a Windows application server, or a libtestdll.so on an UNIX application server:
Declare Function LogMsg Library "testdll" (string, string)
Returns integer;
&res = LogMsg("\temp\test.log", "This is a test");
In the PeopleTools 7.5 PeopleBook: Development Tools, PeopleCode, PeopleCode Reference, (Built-in
Functions and Language Constructs, Declare Function) the third paragraph under the heading Description
should be modified as follows:
To support processes running on an application server, it is possible to declare and call functions
compiled in dynamic link libraries on a Windows (*.dll) files, and shared libraries on UNIX (lib*.so).
The PeopleCode declaration and function call syntax is the same regardless of platform, but UNIX
libraries must be compiled with an interface function.
Under the heading External Library Functions, the first two paragraphs should be modified as follows:

Function declarations define routines in an external (C-callable) library. The function declaration
provides the name of the library, an optional alias module_name, a list of parameters to pass to the
function, and an optional Returns clause specifying the type of any value returned by the external
function, and the PeopleCode data type into which to convert the returned value. The library must be
a DLL accessible by Windows, or shared library accessible by UNIX.
Once you have declared an external library function, you can call it the same way as an external
PeopleCode function. Like PeopleCode functions, you must pass the number of parameters the
library function expects. Calls to external functions suspend processing: this means that you should
exercise caution to avoid “think-time” errors when calling the function in the following PeopleCode
events:
§

SavePreChange

§

SavePostChange

§

Workflow

§

RowSelect

§

Any PeopleCode event that fires as a result of a ScrollSelect, ScrollSelectNew, RowScrollSelect,
or RowScrollSelectNew function call.

Under the heading External Function Parameters, the information for lib_name and Alias module_name
should be changed as follows:
lib_name

A string representing the name of the external library. The external
routine must be located in a DLL named lib_name accessible by
Windows, or an equivalent shared library in a UNIX system.

Alias module_name

Optionally specifies alias of module. The external module is invoked
using the _ _ stdcall calling convention on Windows.

Process Scheduler
Please note the following change to Process Scheduler.

SQL Trace for UNIX
T-SSAMPA-Z83JE

With the release of PeopleTools 7.61, UNIX customers now have the ability to perform a SQL Trace for
Individual COBOL process via the Process Scheduler onto the Server (if the Scheduler is PSUNX).

Web Client
If you utilize the Web Client, please make note of the following changes.

New Automatic Logout Parameter
T-GPATAN-3K49W

With this release we added a new automatic logout parameter to the PanelApplet feature. The new
parameter is keyed to the Save button action to check the parameter and initiate the logout functionality in the
applet. Users may specify whether they want to logout after each save through the use of the following Tag:
<PARAM NAME="Logout_At_Save" VALUE=false>

When the value is set to True, the Web Client will log the user out each time they press the Save button. If the
value is set to False, the Web Client will save as normal.

Controlling the Speed of the Flashing Save Button
T-ACESAR-1C3DG

You now have the ability to set the rate at which the Save button flashes. The flash time can be controlled by
adding the following tag to the HTML file:
<PARAM NAME="save_flash_time"

VALUE=200>

where 200 refers to milliseconds.

Windows Client
The following change was made to our Windows Client.

Saving Column Size in the Worklist Navigator View
T-DDETTO-6P3R6

In prior PeopleTools releases, when a column was resized in the worklist navigator view, the column size
reverted to the default settings each time the worklist view was refreshed. With this release, a change was
made so that column size will be saved when the view is refreshed.

Note. Column width will be lost when the user selects the root folder (Worklist folder).

Workflow
The following change was made to Workflow in PeopleTools 7.61.

Maintaining the Scroll Position in a Worklist
T-DGIAMM-ZR1E5

You should be aware of a change we made to the way we process worklists. Now, when a worklist is
refreshed, the scroll position will be maintained and the cursor will return to the item that was most recently
worked.

Resolved Incidents
The following table lists the incidents fixed in this PeopleTools release. The table is sorted by product area, so
incidents affecting more than one product area may appear more than once.

Note. If you skipped any 7.5x maintenance releases, we encourage you to download the corresponding
Release Notes for the version(s) that you skipped. This way, you have a record of all the incidents that are
addressed in each successive version. You can download the Release Notes for previous maintenance
releases from the same area in Documentation from which you downloaded this document.
Subproduct

GSC#

Report ID

Incident Title

Incident Description

APIs - General
T-GNEWMAZT64Z

Support SQL Server
2000 in PSODBC and
any additional code lines

T-ODUPREZ4BF3T

CheckBox hidden when
related field descr is
blank - It would be great
if the descr long & short
of a field were required
fields.

T-PSCHWA7F86E

When creating a project When creating a project and inserting related
the German XLAT
XLAT values, the related language values
values are not included are not included. This problem was caused
by including LANGUAGE_CD in the select
statement for retrieving the XLAT values.
Only XLAT values for the base language
were being returned. Removed
LANGUAGE_CD from the select statement
to solve the problem.

Application
Designer Field
Definitions
Check for field's long name and xlat field
long name is blank. Prompt the user an
error message. This would force the user to
enter long name for field and xlat field, and it
also prevent the problem from happenning to
the check box. Add new message 47,79 and
47,80 to the message catalog.

Application
Designer General
512769

T-MANTHONY- Missing Prompt for
JK98T
Related Objects when
Inserting Fields

Missing Prompt for Related Objects when
Inserting Fields

T-RWAGNE2C42J

"Find Object
References" doesn't
identify PopUp Menus
installed at the Panel
Level

Add query to search popup menu in
PANELS as well.

T-KKIRSCTC96D

Application Designer
crashes with PSIDE

Hidden Fields in scrolls or grids will no
longer be created (when eventually

Subproduct

GSC#

Report ID

Incident Title

Incident Description

error when inserting edit unhidden) with the wrong field format (e.g.
box.
MIXEDCASE vs. UPPERCASE).
Application
Designer Menu
Definitions
T-RWAGNE2C42J

"Find Object
References" doesn't
identify PopUp Menus
installed at the Panel
Level

Add query to search popup menu in
PANELS as well.

Application
Designer Page
Definitions
T-MMARTIN1- Convert Scroll to Grid: Set the display text of the converted
TVU94
Radio button display text dropdown list box accordingly based on the
attribute is incorrect
radio button label type of either Xlat Short or
Xlat Long.
Application
Designer Record
Definitions
RLS-20

T-RLS-7

Sub Record Print Out
Looks the Same as
Parent Record

Changed Sub Record print out to be unique.

625572

T-SBENNEVM3HA

PERSDATA Application
Engine process does not
work after upgrade to
7.55

On some COBOL compilers the FILLER
which is the last 4 bytes of SYS-TIME-F gets
garbage after doing a MOVE CORR .To fix
this we have added an extra MOVE
statement to make it work across supported
compilers.

T-SSUNDAN353A

Re-asess the
workaround for
PTPEEXEC because of
Server Express bug
related to TPRD T-LLIECM2YT .

PTPEEXEC needs to changed to get around
a strange error when using Server Express
on UNIX. The workaround used before did
not let the process compile on OS/390. So
this code is changed with an appropriate
workaround that works on all platform.

T-LTHOMAG82RC

PTPEEXEC.CBL should
commit after INSERT
into
PS_MESSAGE_LOG

To prevent a lock from being held on the
message log table, we added a COMMIT in
PTPEEXEC.CBL, after the "Application
Starting..." and "Application resuming..."

Application
Engine General

Application
Engine Runtime

Subproduct

GSC#

Report ID

Incident Title

Incident Description
messages are written to the message log
table.

T-LTHOMA849C5

Subscript out of range
Subscript out of range on PTPECURS when
on PTPECURS when
&CLEARCURSOR used when the cursors >
&CLEARCURSOR used 100

1074455

T-ABANKA8F5UA

Failed to establish
SqlAccess service
context for operator

appserver returns a service failure after the
database is down and up again

1107797

T-NWILSOAK9SB

Revise Appserver, log
fence 4, logging info to
be more useful

Added improved logging with log fence = 4

T-RVARGHG76UB

PSAPPSRV crashes
intermittently in
MgrGetObject service.

PSAPPSRV crashes intermittently in
MgrGetObject service. (The application
server log shows crashes for MgrGetObject
service).

T-NWILSOZT4P8

Segmentation Violation
in PSAPISRV malloc_y.realloc_y(??,
??, ??) at 0xd0168b40

PSAPISRV crashes at GetErrorExplainText
msg agent api call because the error text is
over 512 characters

T-RVARGHHX3NH

PSAPPSRV crashes
while executing server
PprLoad

PSAPPSRV crashes while executing server
PprLoad from Java client

T-LZHUANBL64Q

replay of a dump file
returns a different call
stack on a NT vs. Solaris
appserver

The deserialization of the PeopleCode
evaluator state and global variables was not
dealing with byte order differences between
the serializer and the deserializer. This
problem went unnoticed for so long because,
in most cases, the serializ×Missing info!

T-NWILSO5Q6AG

PSAPISRV.939 - crash Application server process crashes at
dump - Exception code = executing RowScrollSelect or
c0000005 when running RowScrollSelectNew peoplecode
database agent

T-RVARGHD38W3

"Last Updated" datetime
stamp for objects not
seen in Application
Designer in 3-tier

Add Fields LastUpdDttm and LastUpdOprId
to defn mapping tables and have them
serialized for Record, RecordField, Panel,
PanelGroup, and Menu objects.

T-SBENNEVM3HA

AE: PERSDATA
Application Engine
process does not work
after upgrade

On some COBOL compilers the FILLER
which is the last 4 bytes of SYS-TIME-F gets
garbage after doing a MOVE CORR .To fix
this we added an extra MOVE statement to
make it work across supported compilers.

T-SSAMPAZ83JE

Cannot do a SQL Trace
for Individual COBOL

Application
Server General

1104638

1156270

COBOL
625572

Subproduct

GSC#

Report ID

Incident Title

Incident Description

process via the Process
Scheduler on to the
Server, if the Scheduler
is PSUNX.
T-SKALURKG5CP

Fix for T-SKALURGM51F in Pt7.58 is Not
complete. We are still
ignoring the Parallelism
Flag on MVS

The ability of users to control parallelism
from JCL was overridden by code that
always turned on parallelism. This fix
removed that code.

T-SMAYH6R3UW

Changes to
A new Stored Statement is added in
PTPUPRCS.CBL to
PTPUPRCS.DMS and to accomodate this
accomodate the new
PTPUPRCS.CBL is also changed.
stored statement added
to PTPUPRCS.DMS

T-SSAMPAMQ9AG

Unable to run Pay
Calculation process
PSPPYRUN

T-SSUNDA7F9E2

Give more relevant
information on
PLAN_TABLE when
turning on Dynamic
Explains on DB2/OS 390

T-SSUNDAZF5GQ

Dynamic Explain on DB2
OS/390 overrides the
REMARKS column of
PLAN_TABLE for every
process , thereby losing
previous process SQL
statement information

Changes to PTPSQLRT are made to give
much better information for PLAN_TABLE
information when turning on the Dynamic
Explains.
For our batch process we have made
QUERYNO on the PLAN_TABLE
correspond to the Peoplesoft Process
Instance, APPLNAME on the PLAN_ATBLE
corresspond to Query number in the order
the SQLs were prepared. This will work fine
for Customers using Peoplesoft Process
Schedulers as everything is tied to Process
Instance. For Customer's running outside of
Peoplesoft Process Scheduler they need to
Delete the PLAN_TABLE everytime when
run with Dynamic Explain turned ON for a
particular process.
Additional information is in the REMARKS
column of PLAN_TABLE , we have supplied,
SQL Statement Name,Process Instance and
Runcntrl information.

T-SSAMPAKA8CE

CBLBLD.BAT : Logic of CBLBLD.BAT was deleting of all existing
the Batch file is not set GNTs/EXEs/INTS from PS_HOME\CBLBIN
correctly
before checking for any COMPILE errors.
Now the logic is changed, CBLBLD.BAT will
abort and not copy EXEs/GNTs/INTs to
PS_HOME\CBLBIN if there are any
compilation errors.

Subproduct

GSC#

Report ID

Incident Title

Incident Description

Cube Builder
T-STSE-JL4KY Back port of Cube
Fixed the problem that tree leaf members
Manager is not
without records in their application table
populating all
didn't get picked up when building cube.
dimensions in ESSBASE
Cube Manager
1111815

T-SSHAIKVW94J

Cube manager does not Made consolidation done for all rollups in
consolidate alternate
Essbase by default.
rollups properly

1122702

T-SSHAIK4F43R

Cube Manager: Log files In order to ensure unique log file names that
should go into User
can be identified by users when using the
specify location.
Cube Builder, all log files are now named
according to the following format: <User ID><RunInstance>-<Process Instance ID>.log

1122723

T-SSHAIKK648W

Cube Manager: Client
needs instance number
for query.err file

1121919

T-SSHAIK7P4PE

Cube Manager is not
Fixed the problem that the leaf members in a
populating all
tree that have no records in the user-defined
dimensions in ESSBASE table didn't get picked up in Cube Builder
process. Fixed the "Out of available
memory" problem when a tree is big.

T-MDE VIH27GA

DYSQLLOG is always
turned on and so need to
change code to handle it
conditionally

DYSQLLOG was always getting written even
if not required/desired .Added logic to turn
on dynamic SQL tracing only if the 7th
parameter in PARMFILE DD ( SQL Trace )
is set to Y.This makes SQL tracing to be
controlled with one just parameter asÊ

T-CMICHEA93V7

Code which modifies
underscore in process
name -- changing '_' to
'@' should be modified
to also substitute alpha
character when first
character is numeric
(Db2/Os390)

%PRCSNAME% meta string could not be
freely used in the JCL if it starts with
numerics. If it used for DD Name /Step
Name it comes down with a JCL error as it
does not adhere to the naming convention of
the JCL Step Names and DD Names.
CodeÊ

T-WCHONG5F683

Memory leak in drill
query

This fix corrects a memory leak problem in
the nvision drill down.

T-CDODTJG8FX

Application designer
GPF's when opening

Application designer GPF's when opening
another business process subsequent to

In order to ensure unique query.err file
names when using the Cube Builder, all
query.err files are now named according to
the following format: <User ID>-<Fact Query
Name>-<Process Instance ID>.err

DB2/MVS

Decision
Support General

HTML Access

Subproduct

GSC#

Report ID

Incident Title
another business
process subsequent to
generating HTML
documents for HTML
Access

Incident Description
generating HTML documents for HTML
Access

T-GPATAN9B8ND

HTML Access : XLAT
HTML Access : XLAT values for an inactive
values for an inactive
effective dated value are being shown
effective dated value are
being generated

T-DCOLIDJ8W4

HTML Access: Cached
data still available after
Exit when going Back
Internet Explorer 5

HTML Access: Cached data still available
after Exit when hitting the Back Button

1123700

T-DCOLIRU48E

HTML Access: Prompt
dialogs are not
displaying distinct data

HTML Access: Prompt dialogs are not
displaying distinct data

1197864

T-SRACHAUQ6NS

HTML Access: Try to
HTML Access: Blank directory name for
Signon to HTML Access HTMLAccess gives "HTTP Error 400" in
gives "HTTP Error 400" Netscape Navigator 4.7 when signon.
in Netscape Navigator
4.7.

T-STHACHSJ56P

Informix provided esql
Modified Informix esql shell script.
script included in CSDK
2.40.HC1 on HPUX 11
needs to be modifed
because it is causing
unresolved symbol when
trying to bring up the
Application Server with
newer HP patches of
PHSS_16931 (milli.a
patch) and PHSS_16849

T-STHACHSJ56P

Informix provided esql
Modified Informix esql shell script.
script included in CSDK
2.40.HC1 on HPUX 11
needs to be modifed
because it is causing
unresolved symbol when
trying to bring up the
Application Server with
newer HP patches of
PHSS_16931 (milli.a
patch) and PHSS_16849

T-LCROSSE98AT

If initial window is set to
QUERY in the
configuration manager

Informix

Informix API

Logon Process
736680

If initial window is set to QUERY in the
configuration manager and the user logs in
to PeopleSoft using pstools.exe, PS/QUERY

Subproduct

GSC#

Report ID

Incident Title

Incident Description

and the user login to
displays minimized in the task bar Win95.
PeopleSoft -PSQUERY This does not occur on Windows NT.
displays minimized in the
task bar W95
Mail/Forms API
T-MFONG0X7B1

PeopleSoft is sending an
attachment that does not
exist in Workflow. Ct is
expecting an error,
however the e-mail gets
sent and it creates a
blank attachment.

PeopleSoft is sending an attachment that
does not exist in Workflow. Ct is expecting
an error, however the e-mail gets sent and it
creates a blank attachment.

T-NWILSOSZ9NN

MdmFreeDiscardMi
PSAPPSRV crash

Application server crashes at
MdmFreeDiscardMit function call

T-DCOLIUE5QS

Message Agent fails to
update numeric fields
when Windows
worskstation has non US
regional settings

Changed PSAPISRV so that it uses the
locale regional settings passed from the MA
client when rounding number values. (The
rounding routine is called for every number
value -- the routine itself determines what
rounding, if any, is needed.)

T-SHUCKLGW3FY

NV: The fix T-SHUCKLBE7UL is incomplete
and doesn't address all
test cases.

PS/nVision did not always generate a detail
row or column for the blank (or "(None)")
value when nPloding a tree containing a
blank.

T-SCORBIVE83F

PSADMIN.SQL needs ORACLE/NT 8.0.x has changed the
updated directory names locations of some of the SQL files that
for Windows NT
Peoplesoft uses. To overcome this, a new
script was added which should be run only if
ORACLE/NT version is 8.0.x.

T-ODUPREZ4BF3T

CheckBox hidden when
related field descr is
blank - It would be great
if the descr long & short
of a field were each
required fields.

T-SSANAG6V7HF

"Trace Start of
PeopleCode Tracing will no longer cause
Programs" PeopleCode PeopleTools to crash on exit.
tracing causes

Managers
General

Message Agent

nVision RunTime
1138393

Oracle

Panel
Processor

957355

Check for field's long name and xlat field
long name is blank. Prompt the user an
error message. This would force the user to
enter long name for field and xlat field, and it
also prevent the problem from happenning to
the check box. Add new message 47,79 and
47,80 to the message catalog.

Subproduct

GSC#

Report ID

Incident Title

Incident Description

PSTOOLS.EXE to die on
exit .
1134301

T-MCOWENBF4YL

PSIDE.EXE error when
number of
NATIONAL_ID stored
formats reaches
approximately 270

In Application Designer, under Tools>Miscellaneous Objects... Field Format will
no longer crash if too many formats are
added (i.e. 281 or more stored and/or
displayed formats).

T-MHUEYYC8ZE

UOM Saved in Lower
Case

Hidden Fields in scrolls or grids will no
longer be created (when eventually
unhidden) with the wrong field format (e.g.
MIXEDCASE vs. UPPERCASE).

T-MWINNI8F2SY

PSTools crashes on exit Setting PeopleCode Trace "Trace Start of
if PeopleCode Trace
Programs" (SetTracePC() flag 64) on will no
"Trace Start of
longer cause PeopleTools to crash on exit.
Programs"
(SetTracePC() flag 64) is
on.

1099777

T-NMODYQ23F8

Problems while inserting Problems while inserting a null value in date
a null value in date field field (save pre-change)
(save pre-change)

1115374

T-SSAMPAHT5HT

Process scheduler crash Process scheduler crash with System Error
with System Error Code Code 2: PS_Exec(P)
2: PS_Exec(P):

1164487

T-SSAMPAZC8Y3

PSADMIN: Unable to run PSADMIN: Unable to run Generate web
Generate web
components in PT 7.60
components in PT 7.60

1176506

T-FIBARR7V3L9

Workflow - Worklist
Entries panel First &
Last Item buttons not
working

pc change in
WF_SCROLL_WRK.LAST_PB.FieldChange
and
WF_SCROLL_WRK.FIRST_PB.FieldChang
e.

1179782

T-SSAMPAS99QL

Unable to run
PSRUN.MAK for the
SYBASE Environment
on HP-UX

psrun.mak doesn't take into account the
directory structure change with Open Client
12.

T-GROMIT6218701

Setspace is defaulting to Setspace.sqr is defaulting to PSTABLE
PSTABLE tablespace
tablespace Instead of PTTBL
Instead of PTTBL

T-ECARMIC94V8

Error message (25,26
Duplicate detail range
found: %1 %2) has

PeopleCode Debugger

PeopleCode Designer

PeopleTools
General

1191258

Message was updated to contain %1%2

Subproduct

GSC#

Report ID

Incident Title

Incident Description

wrong translation to
portuguese.
1186971

T-JMUNOZ7453V

Save function is not
saving the changes
made to the

popup message will ask user whether they
want to save changed panel before transfer
to another panel group.

T-KNELSOMW7XA

PSTOOLS.EXE Application Error: The
instruction at
'0x28007907' referenced
memory at
'0x0000000d'. The
memory could not be
"read".

Grids with the Employee Record Number or
Benefit Record Number field in them will no
longer crash tools when brought up in nonMultiJob mode.

T-DSOBLEFL2ZM

Performance: In
Enhanced deserialization performance in
PprIsLengthCheckingRe panel processor.
quired do
GenGetOptions call
conditionally

T-DSOBLEP665A

Performance:
Inline SetOrgValue to avoid extra memory
7.6/JavaClient, when we allocation in Deserialize routine to increase
do deserialization we do Web Client performance
wcstombs 2 times

T-DSOBLEH79X3

Performance: 7.6
Retrofit CReadStream
and CWriteStream
functions (from 8.1)

T-RFRANKD92BL

Remove external access
to decoding routine in
libpssqlapi.so (Version
7.6x)

T-SSAMPAZ83JE

Cannot do a SQL Trace
for Individual COBOL
process via the Process
Scheduler on to the
Server, if the Scheduler
is PSUNX.

T-SMAYH6R3UW

Changes to
A new Stored Statement was added in
PTPUPRCS.CBL to
PTPUPRCS.DMS and to accomodate this
accomodate the new
PTPUPRCS.CBL is also changed.
stored statement added
to PTPUPRCS.DMS

Performance General

The Java Client no longer transforms strings
to and from UTF-8 when sending them over
the network to the application server. This
was done to improve client and server CPU
performance because a lot less processing
is required. It does however‚

Porting (Unix)

Process
Scheduler

Subproduct

GSC#
1062753

Report ID

Incident Title

Incident Description

T-SSAMPAW52EN

Process with run always When process scheduler submits a job and
does not behave the
there is an error on the previous process, the
same way
next 'run always' process in a job is not
always fired off.

T-SSAMPAKA8CE

CBLBLD.BAT : Logic of CBLBLD.BAT was deleting of all existing
the Batch file is not set GNTs/EXEs/INTS from PS_HOME\CBLBIN
correctly
before checking for any COMPILE errors.
Now the logic is changed, CBLBLD.BAT will
abort and not copy EXEs/GNTs/INTs to
PS_HOME\CBLBIN if there are any
compilation erro‚

T-LTHOMAMY6YP

Scheduler purges
Processes with
RUNSTATUS Not
Successful (10) . Row
needed for AE Restart

Scheduler purges Processes with
RUNSTATUS Not Successful (10)

PSWeb Deploy
T-SHAM-9485Z PsWebDeploy not filling PSWebDeploy (actually, PSLAUNCH) will
in appserver information now read environment variable info from the
"Release7.5" tree, even if the current release
is 7.6x or 7.7x, etc. as long as it's still in the
7.5 maintenance release line of products.
T-CHARRIMM3K7

PSWebDeploy: Leading
zero for patches
truncated.

736680

T-LCROSSE98AT

If initial window is set to
QUERY in the
configuration manager
and the user login to
PeopleSoft -PSQUERY
displays minimized in the
task bar W95

If initial window is set to QUERY in the
configuration manager and the user logs in
to PeopleSoft using pstools.exe, PS/QUERY
displays minimized in the task bar Win95.
This does not occur on Windows NT.

929754

T-PSCHWA3V3R5

Translation issue when
the user has a different
language than the base
language.

make QpmFindFieldOffset() aware of same
table can be used more than once, so it will
check not only record name and field name,
but also check for Corr name.

1048785

T-PSCHWAFU65J

Query doesn't show
descr long fields when
executed as non base
language operator

add a special case for handling LONG
CHAR and IMAGE field when retrieving from
Related Language table

1150871

T-AFREITPD8HD

Query references a Tree
Node that has a comma
in it, the user gets error
"out of available memory
F/

When creating a query in the query designer
using in tree criteria and selecting a node
with a name that contains a comma, the
"Out of Available Memory..." error appears.
This happens because the query designer

Query - Design

Query RunTime

Subproduct

GSC#

Report ID

Incident Title

Incident Description
does not support tree node names that
contain commas. Put in a check when the
user selects the node to make sure the node
selected doesn't contain a comma. If it
does, the user will receive an error message
and it will not allow them to select that node.

Row Level
Security
TOperators can DELETE Operators can not DELETE their own data
BRETTFAVRE- their own data
using F8
EYD7Z
Security General
TOperators can DELETE Operators can not DELETE their own data
BRETTFAVRE- their own data
using F8
EYD7Z
T-JPELAYZT42V

Operator Classes with
overlapping sign on
times locks up security
administrator.

Under certain conditions Security
Administrator will hang while using all CPU
cycles. This occurs when signon times
between multiple operator classes overlap or
nest within each other.

T-TYASODVL87G

'RoundCurrency'
Added a %DateOut wrapper around the
function doesn't work
EFFDT column in the SQL statement that
correctly with no decimal reads in the Cureency Code table.
currencies on Oracle

T-GSALMOVR6NZ

CURRND.SQC is
causing a TABLESPACE
Scan in DB2/OS390

T-KKIRKERM6MT

PTSQRTST fails on
MSSQL 2K on NT

T-SKALUR0I5JQ

SYSPLNGR.SQC has a SYSPLNGR.SQC was changed to add a
missing Where Clause in 'Where' clause in PNLGR-5 & PNLGR-4
PNLGR-5 & PNLGR-4 sections to prevent some erroneous results.
causing erroneous
results

T-DDUMAIJZ9HA

Correct Subrecord calls
to improve SYSAUDIT
performance problem.

T-KKIRSCUU3XL

HTML Tree Manager:
Inconsistent problems
when branching and
unbranching nodes in a
tree.

SQR
861276

SysAudit

Tree API

Subproduct

GSC#

Report ID

Incident Title

Incident Description

Tree Manager Internet
T-KKIRSCUU3XL

HTML Tree Manager:
Inconsistent problems
when branching and
unbranching nodes in a
tree.

T-GPATAN3K49W

Add an automatic Logout
parameter to the Java
Applet

T-SROSEMYX2VC

Web Client FDM: Invalid
Required Field
inhibitibiting panel
progression

When this panel was loaded in the webclient
a required field was set as the currect field in
the PPR, even though the field did not have
focus. So when the user pressed the button
the web client thought the user was leaving
a required field without entering a valid
value, even though visually they were not in
the field. This fix now prevents this check if
the field itself does not have focus, i.e. the
cursor is not in the field. However if the
cursor is in the field then the web client will
operate the same as the windows client and
give an error explaining that the field is
required and the user must enter a valid
value before leaving it. This fix makes the
web client operate more consistantly with the
windows client.

T-SRACHAHK9T4

HTML Access does not
identify the "&" in a
prompt values for a
Prompt Field.

Can't select "&" from the prompt result.
Replaced "&" with %26 encoding, where 26
is equivalent to the hexadecimal number
representing the character "&", so it can be
read as a true "&" character in the URL
rather than as a seperator symbol in a query
string.

T-RSRININ92WH

Web Client - in search
dialog box, if the no. of
rows in the database is
more than the rows
displayed in the list of
values, the informational
message at the bottom
of the panel 'More
matching entries were
found than can be
displayed' does no.

If the search in a search dialog returned over
250 entries the user is told that there are too
many results to be displayed. This message
is displayed below the table in which the
results are displayed. It is recommended that
the user enter more search information so
the results are more focused and less in
number.

T-WHOELTJM38A

Simple Worklist Applet: 2 Fixed bugs with the code that interprets and
Paramteres
sets up the internal tables pointing to the
INCLUDE_FIELD_LIST appropriate data based on the applet

Web Client General

1009185

1034406

Subproduct

GSC#

Report ID

Incident Title

Incident Description

and
parameters.
EXCLUDE_FIELD_LIST
not working properly

1080554

1125533

1126563

T-CRINEHQL7TR

Partial Search not
finding all matches on
Update/Display from
panel

There was a problem with a specific type of
search dialog so when a user called a
search dialog from a panel the search
retained information from the previous
record that was open. This fix prevents this
from happening so the search will return the
correct results.

T-KCHIANXK2GG

Web Client : IE Browser
crashes while inserting
new row in a Dropdown
list, in 'My Personal
Information'

This fix prevents the web client trying to put
a cursor focus on an Xlat table component.
This problem caused the web client to crash
the browser it was launched.

T-LTEDJAM69XU

Web Client:
%EDITTABLE as the Prompt Table Edit will
%EDITTABLE as the
give an error if the value after computation is
Prompt Table Edit will
an empty string.
give an error if the value
after computation is an
empty string.

T-LTEDJA4K7D8

Web Client: Prompt
Table in Mass Change
panel does not return
any value

T-RFROSTBA9PD

Web: Getting a
java.lang.ClassCastExce
ption after an application
server error (or session
timeout)

T-PSCHWA5L854

Error - Invalid time
Changed the Record field to accept this time
length, must be from 3 to format where the value before the "."
6 numeric digits before indicates the hour and the.
the decimal point using a
point as a time
seperator.

T-RFROSTG89PL

Web: Pressing browser
back button with a
SearchDialog showing
causes a
NullPointerException

T-SRACHA846ES

Setlabel() command not
working on a Push
Button in Secondary
panel for Web Client.

Prompt Table in Mass Change panel does
not return any value

When the user had peoplecode to change
the label of a pushbutton when it was clicked
the web client did not change the actual
label of the button but instead only changed
it internally. With this fix in place when the
user sets SetLabel in peopleCode the
webclient actually changes the label on the
button. However when the window the
button is on is closed, the change is lost.

Subproduct

GSC#

Report ID

Incident Title

Incident Description
This is now consistent with Windows client.

1132707

T-NCAMARD38XK

PS Exit button at the top
of the panel on the
summary panel does not
work

Any panel group that does a cancel would
prevent the logout toolbar button
functionality from being used after the cancel
occured.

T-THASSLG54QS

Web Client Security:
Automatic Login by 2
users without closing
browser/logoff allows the
second user to view the
first's data. This is an
issue in kiosk situations.

Scripted approaches to producing the applet
parameters weren't using the information on
subsequent pages. This would mainly be a
problem for kiosk applications.

1136136

T-SCHANDDG3EH

Selected lines are not
deleting in grid when
focus is on a list box and
giving Java Error.

Previously in the web client when the user
clicked on a Drop down box and then tried to
delete it, the wrong row was deleted. This
bug has been fixed. Also when they deleted
the last row in the grid a null pointer
exception occurred. This bug was also
addressed in this incident.

1147536

T-PLIVERBB24W

Drop Down Boxes
(prompts) Not Working
On Web, if they use
views with department
security.

Cleaned up the SETID handling in the Web
Client panel processor

T-EGAFFNLB9Z2

WEB clientSimpleWorklist problem.
Can work again on a
"worked" worklist. "Mark
Worked" does not
refresh the list

This fix prevents the user from accessing
rows that have been marked Worked. If they
click on a row that has status of "worked"
they are given an error stating the following " The item you requested has already been
worked. Items in the Worklist are only
available until worked (or marked as
worked). Please pick another item or press
refresh to show only unworked items."
They can no longer launch a panel that has
been marked worked. When they press
refresh this row will be deleted from the list.
This fix make the web client operate more
consistently with the windows client.

T-THASSLGK2EL

Internet Explorer Java
Package Manager /
Active X install possible
solution needs to be
implemented and tested
to see if it works.

Internet Explorer package manager install
may have failed for some releases of the
browser because of a mis-match in the
install script.

T-SCHANDTA37X

PT 7.60:Web Client:
(using plug in
1.2.2.005/007and
Netscape 4.75 ) Ct
cannot see cursor

Sun Plugin users could no longer see the Ibeam edit cursor when the page is first
shown unless the progress frame was turned
off.

Subproduct

GSC#

Report ID

Incident Title

Incident Description

moving when tabbing
along different fields.
Case Id 1169970
T-SDOUPH2CA

Web Client: Catch Java Null pointer exception when SETID is
error when hit prompt
defined as key but the value is not set
table in ERP.

T-LTEDJA267WX

Web Client: Catch Java When a prompt table has no edits and was
error when hit prompt
clicked upon, it reported and an exception to
tables in ERP
the user. This fix handles the event internally
and outputs a more useful error and one that
is consistent with what the windows client
outputs.

T-SDOU7M9KY

Search dialog still shown When the web client timed out it didnt close
when clicked "OK"
a search dialog if it was still open. This fix
under" session expired" rectifies this problem so when a time out
occurs the search dialog is closed along with
the panel and the user no longer see's a null
pointer exception.

T-KNAHMWS9CF

WebClient producing a
crash dump on SNI

T-CCHEN6K8P7

Web Client: Subpanels
are not fully shown on
Web Client after
changing the standard
panel size.

The problem was when a new panel was
loaded its size was not checked and instead
the size of the original was used. This fix
now checks the size of the panel and
changes the new applet size and panel size
in accordance so the new panel is displayed
properly.

T-EGAFFNE77JB

Columns not displaying
properly on search
dialog

This incident fixes a bug in the search
dialog. When the grid was created the rows
did not get painted correctly i.e. they did not
finish where the column header did. They
now appear correctly.

T-UPURANIKH4A1G

SelfService - WEB Hiding a scroll is not
hiding the grid

There were scrollbars showing in the web
client even though there was no data
showing. This became significant when the
peoplecode HIDESCROLL was used as the
scroll looked out of place with no
components beside it. I fixed this so that if a
scroll has no data then it will not be visible.

576909

T-GPATAN944JM

Web Client : "Carriage
return" characters are
not correctly converted
to a DB2 database

"Carriage Return" characters entered in the
Java Client are not correctly displayed in the
Windows Client.

1089521

T-SRACHAL74S2

Web Client: Web users
need to see the fields
defined in the Worklist
Record as they see in
Windows.

Web users can see the fields defined in the
Worklist Record as they see in Windows.

1203614

Web Client GUI

Subproduct

GSC#

Report ID

Incident Title

Incident Description

T-ACESAR1C3DG

Control for speed of
flashing save button for
web client - 7.59+

T-TVOLLRBL8K9

7.60/7.60.03 - JavaClient The search dialog was not being repainted
- Search Dialog repaint immediately after the search button was
not working
pressed. If no values were found for the
search the piece of text appears
immediately.

1102066

T-JJONG3D8ES

Web client worklist after The multiJob configuration wasn't being set
upgrade to 7.59 does not correctly in the Worklist Applets and so the
give panel immediately, SearchStartService was telling the Java
but first the search list Client to prompt the user when the keylist
contained either an empl_rcd or benefit_rcd.

1151992

T-PLIVER8C7SB

Transfer () brings up
Search Dialog Box using
Web Client, even if all
keys are supplied.
Works in two and three
tier.

Cleaned up keylist handling for Transfer
peoplecode function, and searchsave
system edits when no peoplecode on the
search record.

1153139

T-PLIVERBA84S

Greyed (Grayed) DropDown Fields Can Be
Changed/edited and
saved on The Web

When the user clicks on the grayed out box
the web client does not process the action.
Before the fix it assumed the user was
clicking on another non grayed out box.

T-RFROSTSG6KA

Web: Transfer
PeopleCode is not using
the keylist like the
Windows Client

T-RFROSTE9659

Web: SearchSave edits
are only being called if
there is PeopleCode on
Search Record

T-RFROSTN773Y

Web: Add Mode search
dialog is not allowing
user entry on program
supplied fields values

T-NCAMARD77B6

EX/WEB: While in
Description panel - in
Comments field press
tab key to go to the next
field and cursor does not
move-remains in the
Comments field

Web Client
Panel
Processor

Windows Client
- General
1045260

The user can now tab into grids on a panel
in the web client. Before this the user would
have to first click on the gird and then start
tabbing. This problem has been over come.
They can also Backtab out of a grid into
normal components. This beings the web
client tabbing operate more like the windows
client. However when the last cell in the grid
is reached, and a tab is hit, nothing will

Subproduct

GSC#

Report ID

Incident Title

Incident Description
because due to the stiructure of the
webclient it is very difficult to get the curser
to return to the first cell in the panel.
However the user can use the back tab to
return to the first cell.

Workflow General
T-SCLOUSZB6V5

When login as VP1, no
entries show up in List
View.

In CWorklistListView::BuildList(), ff BpmGet
fails, do not stop processing, just skip to the
next one.

T-DGIAMMZR1E5

Workflow: Cursor Return
on Worklist "Worked"
Item

1149376

T-RSEPEL29QX

Workflow not able to
Application server crashes when Workflow
send emails to all 60
tries to send emails to more than a certain
coordinators -- limit is 44 number of users.
before PprSave crash

494204

T-DNGUYEU582H

Virtual Approver is not
behaving as it should
with parallel paths

Update Step Status for the path #2 in a
same step.

662723

T-DNGUYENK6BC

Marked Worked
automatically refreshes
worklist and loses
current cursor

When 'Mark Worked' is pressed and an entry
is deleted from the list, the next item in the
list will be highlighted. If the last item is
deleted, the previous item will be highligted.

869807

T-MMEYERWB9FD

Clicking on Activity name Refresh the List View only when a new tree
resets columns to
node is selected.
original width.

T-SCLOUSR6244

When login as VP1,
while building a worklist tree, If there is an
cannot vew worklist via error while generating a tree, do not stop
View/Navigator/Worklist. process but continue to the next worklist.

T-RHUTCHZX8SG

Monitor via Context fail
to function when a
Worklist calls a step in
another Bus Process.

T-DDETTO6P3R6

Column widths are not
maintained in the
worklist views in the
Worklist Navigator

Workflow Virtual
Approver

Workflow Worklists

1148828

WorkLists

Retrieve entries whose Route type is
Worklist only and modify peoplecode so,
ScrollSelect() will work.
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